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SCREE 

Check out our newly revised web page at clmrg.org.   and clmrg.org/members  
Check out the California Region’s web page at crmra.org. 
Find us on Facebook – China Lake Mountain Rescue Group 
 

CLMRG is funded in part by United Way of Indian Wells Valley and is a member of 
the Combined Federal Campaign. We benefit from smile.amazon.com  
 
 We’ve had a busy summer, partly due to so much snow in the Sierra (170%), and a lot of folks 
not heeding the warning signs of dangerous strong currents and going into the Kern River.   
 Our 4th of July celebrations were interrupted by 2 very strong earthquakes, 6.4 on July 4 and 7.1 
on July 5.  See report on Page 6 and our responses.  Aftershocks are still happening.  
 
      +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   + 
 
We had another successful Basic Mountaineering and Mountaineering Safety class this summer, as 
we have done since 1960’s. From Dave Doerr, coordinator of this fun thing again… 
 We had an excellent class this year which was a bit more complicated than normal due to the 
earthquakes that occurred in our area on July 4th and 5th.  Activities the week after the earthquakes were 
postponed to allow students and group members to take care of what they needed to, which extended the class a 
week to end on August 7.  Also, the Kerr-McGee Center, which we had booked for Tuesday lecture sessions, 
was not available until July 30 while it was being used by the Red Cross for housing people displaced by the 
earthquakes.  So the lecture sessions on July 16, 23, and August 6 were held at the Maturango 
Museum.  Highlights from the class: 
39 people registered 
15 people earned full certificates 
7 people earned survivor certificates 
22 Group members helped with the class, totaling approximately 890 hours 
Thanks to all the group members that helped with the class, especially:  
Head Rock Instructor, Mike Derkey 
Media Lead, Phil Cash (who also led an update of the lecture slides and redesigned the summer class section of 
the web site, and tracked important information) 
Registrar, Jessica Kormalink with assistance from Nick Pio and Phil Cash 
Nathan Simons for setting up the web registration and payment capability again this year. 
Full report will be in the Year End Summary TP in February 
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2019 Operations continued, June – August 2019 
 
2019-13 Inyo Co, Search at Mt. Whitney  

 Nathan Paul Simons received a call from Janet Westbrook at 2245 on Saturday, 15 
June, requesting an operation leader to lead a team for a search on Mt. Whitney.  The subject was 41-
year Ling Dao, a marathoner, who had been missing since his summit attempt the previous 
Wednesday, 12 June.  Janet coordinated the callout and Dan Bishop and Matt Kubik committed to the 
operation.  We met at the hut at 0630 Sunday, 16 June.  We arrived at the Inyokern airport for the 0800 
briefing.  Sgt. Derr briefed us that when Mr. Dao had not returned to work, the subject’s boss called 
the rental car company from which the subject had rented a car, and the boss was informed that the car 
had been turned in on Thursday, 13 June.  When the Inyo County Sheriff was notified about Mr. Dao 
and his intended trip up Mt. Whitney, the Sheriff also called the car rental company and received an 
answer that the car had been turned in Friday, 14 June. Since the two stories didn’t match up, Inyo 
County Sheriff managed to get ahold of the rental car company’s legal department who informed them 
that the car had not been turned in. Upon investigation at Whitney Portal, the rental car was 
discovered, and it was decided to start a search.  We were called in as the hasty team, as the Inyo 
County SAR team was already on assignment for a rescue farther North. 

We drove to Whitney Portal, parked next to the subject’s rental car and then proceeded up the 
trail at 0919, interviewing hikers as we proceeded. The snow and water flow were not impassible, but 
provided a bit of a challenge in keeping our feet dry.  We stopped to glass the cliffs (using binoculars) 
across Mirror Lake from the trail at 1211, but saw no sign of our subject, so we continued to Trail 
Camp where we interviewed more hikers.  A pair of hikers returning from the summit informed us they 
found a shoe, which they handed over as we believed it might belong to the subject.  Nathan sent 
Bishop and Kubik farther up trail to search while he contacted Sgt. Derr via inReach to inform him of 
the shoe. During this time campers at Trail Camp informed us of a trekking pole and microspikes that 
were left behind. Judging on their position when they were found, it appeared they were placed so one 
would see them upon their descent from the summit. The pole in particular was very nearly fully 
extended, which is what one might expect of a trekking pole used by a tall subject.  Nathan was also 
informed that another descending hiker spotted a glove among the rocks near Trail Camp, so Nathan 
searched the area for more clues. He found an abandoned campsite, evidently too old to be our 
subject’s, but checked the bivy sack nonetheless as he might have taken shelter there. He was not there. 

Meanwhile, storm clouds were moving in and Nathan instructed Bishop and Kubik to turn 
around as snow started falling and it was late in the day (1619). By the time we regrouped at Trail 
Camp it was hailing on us and we made a hasty retreat back down hill,  arriving at Whitney Portal at 
2020. We interviewed some other hikers at the Portal who were waiting for friends, then packed up 
and drove back to Lone Pine where we dropped off the clues we had found and then drove home to 
unpack and secured at the hut at 2232.  

We recommended to the sheriff that further searches focus more thoroughly on the cliffs above 
Mirror Lake, the bottom of the cliffs beneath the Keeler Needles and the bottom of the waterfall at 
Outpost Camp. 
 
2019-14  Kern Co, Search along Kern River 

On Sunday, 16 June, the China Lake Mountain Rescue Group (CLMRG) was requested to help 
search for two missing subjects along the Kern River.  Janet Westbrook coordinated the callout. Luke 
Swanson (Operation Leader), Dave Miles, Bill Stephenson, Tom Sakai and Jessica Kormelink 
committed to the operation.  Our team met at our hut at 1330 and met the other Kern County teams at 
the Keysville Boat Launch. We were informed that three brothers jumped into the river (ages 15-19) 
close to the Keysville boat launch, but only one of the brothers was known to have exited the river.  
Multiple teams were involved with the search and boat teams had already traveled a long distance 
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downstream.  Ground teams had also already covered the immediately downstream section of the river.  
Our search assignment for the day included a section of the river starting at Pearl Harbor.  The terrain 
included a mix of rocks, cliffs, and brush.  The team spread out and scanned as much of the river as 
possible, covering about 1.5 miles.  The search ended at 1700 and the team exited to the parallel road 
and walked back to the vehicle parked near the starting point.  Nothing was found during this search 
period.  The team returned to the Command Post for a debrief and then returned to the hut.  We 
secured at the hut at 1936. 

Yes, there are warning signs all along the river in both English and Spanish.  The water is 
melted snow and flowing fast out of the bottom of the dam.  It’s dangerous! 
 
2019-15  Inyo Co, continue Search at Mt. Whitney 

The China Lake Mountain Rescue Group (CLMRG) was requested on Monday, 17 June to 
assist in the on-going search for Ling Dao in the Mount Whitney area.  CLMRG assisted on the first 
day of the search on Saturday, 15 June (see Operation 2019-13).  The Inyo County Sheriff was 
requesting additional searchers for Tuesday 18 June.  Luke Swanson was the operation leader, Janet 
Westbrook was the Coordinator, and two additional members, Mike Derkey and David Jensen, 
committed to the operation.  The team met at the hut at 0630 on 18 June and arrived at the Lone Pine 
Sheriff substation at 0800 for the briefing.    

The subject was last seen on Thursday 13 June.  He reportedly planned to hike the Whitney 
trail on Thursday.  The search did not begin until Sunday because of some confusion with the rental 
car agency used by the subject.  The rental car company apparently told the Sheriff that the car had 
been returned, which delayed the search until further reports that the subject was missing lead to the 
discovery of his car at the Whitney trailhead.   

Several teams participated in the search on 18 June, including members from Inyo, Mono, and 
CLMRG.  In addition to the teams organized by the Inyo Sheriff, Sequoia/Kings Canyon was also 
involved. The Inyo Sheriff’s goal was to cover several search areas around the lower portion of the 
Whitney trail.  Although several helicopters were operating that day, more helo support was expected 
the following day.  Thus the following day the search focus would move to the upper portion of the 
trail, as searchers could be more easily inserted. 

The three China Lake members made up team 2 and were assigned to two search areas. The 
team would search area  on the way back to the trailhead.  Our primary area was located on the 
southeast side of the trail, above Lone Pine Lake, but below Mirror Lake.  The team hiked to the search 
area with team 3, which consisted of Inyo SAR members.  Although the hike in was snow free, the 
area was covered with a relatively thin layer of snow.  Many boulders and some slabs protruded from 
the snow, and some areas of trees were uncovered.  As we were completing the first search area, radio 
traffic informed searchers that the subject had been located (at approximately 1500).  All teams were 
told to return to the Command Post (CP).   

We stopped to talk to two hikers going up to hang flyers related to the missing subject.  They 
stated they were the subject’s brothers.  We recommended they hike back with us and informed them 
that all search teams were told to return to the CP based on updated information.  The two brothers 
turned around to hike out.  We reached the Portal at 1645.  

At the debrief, we learned that the subject was found by a helicopter and was located near 
Arctic lake (on the northwest side of Whitney, close to the Whitney/Russell Pass).  The subject was 
deceased, but apparently showed no sign of trauma.  It was stated the terrain where he was located was 
benign (meaning no apparent mechanism for a fall injury).  There were now multiple reports from 
other hikers stating they spoke to the subject on the summit on Wednesday.  The subject seemed 
normal in conversation and had asked someone about the locating the Mountaineer’s Route to descend.  
The Mountaineer’s Route would not likely lead anyone to Arctic Lake.  Furthermore, the north face of 
Whitney is not easily descended (it was mostly snow covered).  The subject's descent route is not 
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known, but there may have been a way to descend on the west side of Whitney in hopes of hiking 
around to Whitney/Russell pass and avoid the difficulties of the North face.  At this time no further 
information is known as to what might have contributed to Mr. Dao’s death. 
 
2019-16  Inyo Co.  Rescue on Mt. Whitney 

Nathan Simons received a call from Linda Finco at 1750 on Saturday, 22 June, requesting an 
operation leader for a search on the Kern River. There were two subjects still missing in the river (see 
Operation 2019-14).  Terry Mitchell coordinated the callout with the help of Mary Schmierer.  Dan 
Bishop, David Jensen, Nick Pio, Sonja Van Soelen and Jessica Kormelink committed to the search.   

At 2318, Nathan received a call from Linda Finco stating we now had a request to assist in a 
rescue on Mt. Whitney.  The Kern County Sheriff was releasing us from the search on the river.  Terry 
called all those who committed to the river search to give them the update and then continued as 
coordinator for the Mt. Whitney rescue. 

The request for assistance was for a man needing help who had Acute Mountain Sickness 
(AMS) while on a summit attempt.  He was accompanied by two hiking partners and the incident had 
been reported by a group of three Good Samaritans who had managed to get cell phone service at Trail 
Crest, where the first group of three were bivouacking for the night.  David Jensen and Nick Pio 
committed to the operation.   

Although the Inyo Sheriff wanted us to respond as soon as possible, it was felt that a few hours 
sleep would be beneficial for the team so we met at the hut at 0400 on Sunday, 23 June, and drove to 
Whitney Portal.  Dan Bishop joined us later that morning.  We started up the main trail as fast as we 
could, carrying oxygen. When we arrived on scene at the chute below Trail Crest, two rangers from 
Crabtree Meadows were already assisting the three down the chute.  It turns out all three were 
suffering from AMS, but one had a measured blood oxygen saturation of 60%. The rangers (who are 
EMTs) administered the oxygen that we carried in to the hiker with the most severe symptoms.  We 
assisted in moving the hikers downhill to a landing zone above Trail Camp, where a National Park 
helicopter landed to pick up the two with the worse symptoms while the third was hiked further down 
by Dan Bishop and the other ranger because the helicopter couldn’t take off at that altitude with all 
three.  Jensen was staged to be a lookout for the helicopter while Pio managed downhill hiker traffic to 
make sure people stayed out of the danger zone of the helicopter.  After the subjects were airlifted out, 
we left the rangers and descended to the trailhead.  We secured at the hut at 2158. 
 
2019-17 Kern Co.  Kern River body recovery 
 CLMRG was contacted by Kern County Sheriff (KCSO), Sgt. Williams on 24 June at 1230.  
The sheriff was requesting assistance for the Kern Valley SAR team in the recovery of a subject on the 
Kern River.  The request was to provide assistance as soon as possible.  A group text was sent out to 
team members and Mary Schmierer coordinated the callout with the help of Terry Mitchell and Sheila 
Rockwell.  Linda Finco was OL. Tom Sakai and Andrew Cammenga committed to the operation.  We 
met at the hut at 1330 and departed shortly thereafter.  Sgt. Williams requested we meet the team at 
Keysville South.  We arrived at Keysville South at 1445 and located a Kern Valley vehicle, but no 
personnel were on location.  Sgt. Williams was contacted and he told us to go to the Granite Boat 
Launch just down the road.  We arrived at the Granite boat launch and learned the subject had been 
recovered from the river.  Our assistance was still needed to bring the subject up to the parking area.  
We waited for the coroner, and once she gave approval we carried the subject up to the awaiting 
stretcher.  We were released at 1530.  We returned and secured at the hut at 1650. 
 
2019 – 18  Los Angeles Co.  Rescue at Mt. Waterman 

Nathan Simons received a call from Terry Mitchell at 1350 on Friday, 28 June, requesting an 
operations leader for a mutual aid search in Los Angeles County. The subject was a 73-year-old male 
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who had separated from his group while hiking Mt. Waterman on June 22. This was an ongoing search 
and we were requested to spend two days in the field with a car camp in between. 

Terry Mitchell coordinated the callout with assistance from Mary Schmierer.  We set a 
departure from the hut at 0500 on Saturday, 29 June.  Dan Bishop, Chet Rosser and Nick Pio 
committed to the operation. 

On Saturday, 29 June, we departed the hut shortly after 0500 and arrived at the Command Post 
(CP) at the Caltrans Chaleo maintenance station off of the Angeles Crest freeway just in time for the 
briefing at 0730.  We got our radio (they wanted us to use primarily CTAC-1 falling back to MRA) 
and assignment to a search area Y and transited to the trailhead.  We hiked into our starting area.  

We had to hike in a fair distance (approximately 2.4 miles) before getting to our assigned area 
and passed many other teams along the way, including another team from Kern County. We got to our 
assigned area at 0951.  Part way through our second sweep, we heard over the radio that the subject 
had been found alive. We awaited instructions in case we were needed, but were shortly informed that 
the subject had been airlifted to a hospital and for all teams to return to CP. 

We hiked back to the trailhead, then drove to the CP to return their radio and debrief. 
Apparently the subject had previously been in an area already searched. It was hypothesized he had not 
been seen and was moving downstream  

On the drive back the sheriff Explorer overheated. We contacted Terry and requested 
assistance, but after letting the engine cool down, we were able to return to the rescue hut.  We secured 
at the hut at 1530. 

The Explorer now has a new water pump, 
thermostat, and radiator.   
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

 
The following is the story of the serious earthquakes here July 4, 5 and our resulting ops 19, 20
 The 4th of July fireworks celebration in Ridgecrest was held on Saturday, June 29, for several 
reasons, but that turned out to be a good thing because at 10:02 am on Thursday, 4 July, we had a 
magnitude 4.1 foreshock, followed by a magnitude 6.4 (later deemed to be another foreshock) at 10:33 
am.  The earthquake rocked Ridgecrest pretty strong (intensity factor of 6 on a scale of 1 to 10).  The 
earthquake knocked things off store shelves and caused minor to moderate damage in businesses and 
homes in Ridgecrest.  Mobile home parks were most affected with several homes in each park falling 
of their foundation jacks.  Trona suffered more damage with their older structures (most built prior to 
the implementation of stricter seismic codes for structures in California).  Roads were offset 8”, 
railroad tracks bent into an S, and the water line from Ridgecrest to Trona was broken, leaving the 
residents in Trona with no drinking water.  Power was only temporarily lost in the area.  Not losing 
power greatly helped with the response efforts. Trona was sent bottled water and a Red Cross shelter 
was set up at the Kerr McGee center.  First responders started to help residents recover and things were 
progressing well even with the continual aftershocks.  By Friday morning stores were reopening and a 
few restaurants were serving meals again.  TV news trucks came, and over 100 geologists were 
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looking at the fault.  Then Friday night at 8:19 pm, June 5th, approximately 32 hours later, came the 7.1 
quake!!!  This earthquake really shook the valley (intensity 7-9 =very strong).  To make things worse 
strong aftershocks continued relentlessly, several per minute!  In the first week we had over 80,000 
aftershocks, and the following week it was up to 120,000+, most small, but residents were still feeling 
the ground move. The 6.4 epicenter was on the east ranges of the China Lake Propulsion Lab on the 
Naval Air Warfare Weapons Center.  The fault’s lateral slip headed southwest towards College 
Heights.  The 7.1 epicenter was located on Paxton Ranch on NAWS and resulted in significant 
structural damage to buildings on the base and in Ridgecrest and in Trona.  Inspecting the fault, 
geologists found a 13-foot-high fault scarp (vertical ground movement) that was not present prior to 
the earthquake, and the ground was offset 17 feet in some places along the 30-mile-long 
fault.  Although the 7.1 earthquake resulted in more severe structural damage to homes and buildings 
the most significant being the roof collapse over theater 1 at Ridgecrest Cinemas. Due to the 6.4 
earthquake the day prior, NAWS work spaces and most businesses were closed, so the result was no 
significant injury or entrapment to any personnel and no deaths here.  Repairs are on-going, and most 
businesses and schools are open, the Navy base is operational and resurveying the range targets, and 
Searles Valley Minerals in Trona is back in production.  Jets are flying. We are OK.  Aftershocks 
are still happening! 

 **From the NAWS Public Info page, a quick look and map about the damage on the base; 
https://www.cnic.navy.mil/regions/cnrsw/installations/naws_china_lake/om/public_affairs_office.html 

 **Read a very comprehensive report GEER report with great photos and graphs at 
http://www.geerassociation.org/administrator/components/com_geer_reports/geerfiles/GEER_Ridgecr
est_report_ver2.pdf 

  **From LA Times - which has several good reports on our 
quakeshttps://www.latimes.com/california/story/2019-07-22/ridgecrest-earthquakes-now-total-80-000 

  Operations 19 and 20 reports how our team assisted local law enforcement during the 
earthquakes.  Our team helped the Ridgecrest Police Department and the Kern County Sheriff’s office 
in completing wellness checks on outlaying residences, searching for trapped people or people needing 
assistance in the damaged mobile home parks, and assisting with patrols. 
   
2019-19  Kern Co.  SAR, Law Enforcement Assist. Earthquake related 

  On July 4, 2019, at 1002, Ridgecrest received a 4.1 magnitude earthquake 11 miles NE of town 
on the Base near “sky top”.  This earthquake was followed at 1033 by a 6.4 magnitude earthquake in 
the same location.  By 1900 we had an additional 18 earthquakes of magnitude 4.0+.  The earthquakes 
resulted in many damaged water heaters, a few damaged mobile homes, and a house fire.  At 1140, 
Dave Miles sent out a text message to all the China Lake Mountain Rescue Group (CLMRG) members 
to check on their status. 

   Miles responded to the Ridgecrest Police Department (RPD) since he is the CLMRG contact 
for the RPD Emergency Services Council (ESC).  Miles also brought his son, Hayden Miles, who is an 
EMT.  At 1230 we volunteered to go out on the Trona road and get photos and a GPS coordinate of the 
ruptured asphalt.  We also observed the ruptured water line from Ridgecrest to Trona.  We loaned 3 
large coolers to RPD to keep ice, drinks, and food for the next week. 

 The RPD was concerned about possible looting during the night and brought in a strong law 
enforcement presence.  Sgt. Williams, Kern County Sheriff (KCSO), asked CLMRG for 4 members to 
drive our Sheriff vehicles to assist.  Linda Finco coordinated the callout.  Bill Stephenson, and Phil 
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Cash met at Nathan Simons’ house and then went on base and loaded our two vehicles with rescue 
litters and first aid equipment.  Since our team is not law enforcement, it was decided to assign our 
members to ride with KCSO deputies from Bakersfield.  This was very valuable since we could quickly 
direct our deputies to the calls as they came up.  At 0407 we had a 5.4 magnitude earthquake and at 
0538 we had a 4.1 magnitude earthquake.  We assisted from 2200 on July 4 to 0600 on July 5. 

   Since NAWS China Lake was still closed and there would be aftershocks, we decided to leave 
the CLMRG vehicles at the RPD for future access. 

 
 2019-20  Kern Co.  SAR, help RPD and Sheriff search Ridgecrest area  
   On July 5, 2019, after a day of small aftershocks, there was a 5.0 magnitude earthquake at 

2016.  It was followed 3 minutes later by the 7.1 magnitude earthquake.  After securing Mile’s house 
and some neighbors’ homes, my wife Carin and I went to the Ridgecrest Police Department (RPD) and 
started a China Lake Mountain Rescue Group (CLMRG) callout to check on all members.  We also 
requested field team members for Search and Rescue (SAR) efforts.  Terry Mitchell coordinated the 
callout with Carin helping to make the calls.  Dan Bishop, Luke Swanson, Mike Franklin, Nathan 
Simons, Bill Stephenson and Chris Nickell all responded to assist.  Sgt. Williams called and said that he 
had SAR teams from Bakersfield and Southern Kern on the way to Ridgecrest to help. 

   RPD wanted our SAR teams to search mobile home parks for anyone who might be trapped or 
injured.  Quite a few of the mobile homes had sustained some level of damage after the two major 
earthquakes.  At 2330 Miles sent out 2 teams of 3 from CLMRG to start searching mobile home parks 
on the north side of Ridgecrest.  Six members of the Bakersfield SAR team arrived soon after and I 
deployed them at 0030 to search another one of the parks.  Around 0200 seven members of the 
Southern Kern SAR arrived and I deployed them to search on the parks on the south side.  At 0300 all 
teams had finished searching the mobile home parks in the city.  Since there were no calls needing 
SAR, I suggested to the Command Post (EOC) that we stand down the SAR teams until daylight and 
then search the valley west of Mahan that had not been covered.  I released the teams to get some sleep 
and return at 0700. 

   At 0700 on July 6th, I divided the valley west of Mahan to Pearsonville into 5 search areas and 
had teams of 2 drive every street in their area to search for damage and smell for gas.  I also deployed a 
team with Jared Reneau (CLMRG) and Billy Velasquez of Red Rock SAR who was in the area and 
offered to help.  They searched the area east of County Line Road.  All teams were done with their areas 
around 1400 and released.  CLMRG members were notified to self-respond to the RPD in the event of 
any subsequent earthquakes that could result in further need for SAR.  The CLMRG vehicles were 
secured at the RPD parking lot until July 13th when we returned them to the hut on base. 

   It is important to note that the emergency response after these earthquakes was exemplary by 
all agencies involved.  There were many lessons learned, but for the most part we benefitted from the 
relationships built at our Emergency Services Committee meetings. The response from the residents of 
Ridgecrest, Inyokern, and Trona was extremely helpful. 

 Likewise it should be noted that for the most part the utilities functioned except for some short power 
outages.  This made it easier to coordinate emergency responders.  We were also fortunate in the timing 
of the 6.4 magnitude earthquake on July 4th causing the Naval Air Weapons Station and Ridgecrest 
Cinemas to be closed on July 5th when the 7.1 magnitude earthquake occurred.  This likely saved us 
from major injuries or fatalities. 

  
 **On September 5 CLMRG and the other SAR teams involved with the earthquake activities were 

awarded a plaque by Sheriff Youngblood at a Volunteer First Responders recognition banquet in 
Bakersfield.      
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 2019 – 21  Inyo Co.  Search at Grandview Campground, White Mountains  
Sgt. Kimmel, with the Kern County Sheriff, initially left messages for Linda Finco and Luke 

Swanson, at 0100 on July 13, requesting assistance for a search in the White Mountain area.  Searchers 
were requested for two days.  Luke Swanson returned the call around 0400 and agreed to lead the 
operation.  Mike Derkey and I were already in route to climb a peak in Bishop when the decision was 
made to reroute to the operation.  Inyo County wanted teams at their hut in Bishop at 0700 for the 
briefing.  Luke contacted Dave Miles who was willing to help with a callout to get additional 
members.  It was decided the callout would focus on a second team for the next day if needed (see 
Operation 2019-22).  

The missing woman was last seen by her husband at the Grandview Campground on Friday, 
July 12.  Sheryl and her husband were planning to car camp and Sheryl got out of the car with their 
small dog while her husband maneuvered the jeep into the campsite parking space.  This was reported 
to have taken around 10 minutes or less.  When her husband finished parking and got out of the car, 
Sheryl was gone.  

The search teams, consisting of CLMRG, Inyo, and Mono, were given different search 
assignments.  Some teams focused on the area very close to the Place Last Seen (PLS) and some were 
sent down gullies or roads that might have attracted the subject.  
CLMRG was assigned to descend a gully, cross over to a second gully, and then head down hill on a 
dirt road that cut through the area.  The assignment had us searching through groves of trees, brush, 
and some rocky terrain.  We found no signs of the subject.   
After completing the assignment, we decided to search another gully that had not been searched.  We 
ascended this gully and then traveled cross country to return to the vehicles.  There was no sign of the 
subject reported by any of the search teams.   
We returned to Ridgecrest that evening and secured at the hut at 2130 
 
2019 – 22  Inyo Co.  Search Grandview Campground  
 Nathan Simons, received a phone call from Mary Schmierer at 2255 on Saturday, July 13, 
looking for an operations leader for a mutual aid request in Inyo County in the Bristlecone Pine Forest. 
The request was for the continuation of a search for 60-year-old Sheryl Powell who had gone missing 
while her husband was parking their vehicle in the Grandview Campground in the White Mountains. 
This would be the third day of the search.  I committed to be the operations leader.  Mary Schmierer 
coordinated the call out.  Dan Bishop, Jessica Kormelink, Nick Pio, Chad Sprong, Bill Stephenson and 
Sonja Van Soelen committed to the search.  The team met at the hut at 0430 on Sunday, 14 July, and 
arrived at the Inyo Search and Rescue hut for the briefing. Our search assignment was ambitious, 
covering the rugged terrain west of the Grandview mine at the end of the road past the Place Last 
Scene (PLS). 
 On the way up to Wingate Pass our Explorer began to overheat and eventually became 
inoperable. Simons and Stephenson stayed with the vehicle to coordinate towing while the rest of the 
team continued to the assignment at 0945. 
 Soon after starting the assignment our team discovered tracks consistent with the footwear 
believed to belong to the subject. The team followed the tracks until they were lost. The team 
continued down a steep canyon along the north border of the assignment keeping in radio contact with 
the California Highway Patrol (CHP) helicopter, which was also searching the area. The team 
descended to the Blackrock Road and continued south until they reached the drainage on the southern 
border of the assignment where they ascended the canyon back to the east. This canyon became 
narrow, shoulder width at its narrowest, and some scrambling beneath a chockstone was required to 
continue. The team encountered a spring with flowing water, not marked on the map. No sign or tracks 
were seen. Continuing up the canyon, the team took a right-hand branch that took them out of the 
assigned search area.  So the team traversed back to the correct canyon, splitting the team to cover 
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more area and then topped out at 8100 feet at the eastern side the assignment.  Descending part way 
back down the drainage to complete our search, the team climbed back up to the Grandview mine and 
back returned to the vehicle by 1500 covering approximately 7.9 miles. 
  
 In the meantime, as Simons was dealing with the Explorer, Stephenson was able to assist one of 
the Inyo SAR teams with another search area south east of the PLS.  Dave Miles drove from 
Ridgecrest to pick up Simons and we all met near the campground.  Miles drove back to Ridgecrest 
with the majority of the team, while Bishop, Stephenson, and Pio returned to the Inyo Posse hut to 
debrief. All members returned to Ridgecrest by 2030. 
 

      
 
2019 -23  Inyo  Co. Continued search at Grandview Campground 
 On July 14, 2019, Dave Miles received a text from Sgt. Bittle with a mutual aid request from 
Inyo County to continue the search for Sheryl Powell who went missing from the Grandview 
Campground in the White Mountains.  Mary Schmierer coordinated the callout, and Dave Miles, Tom 
Sakai, Bill Stephenson, and Andrew Cammenga met at the hut at 0430 on July 15th.  We drove to the 
Inyo hut in Bishop for a 0700 briefing and assignments. 
 Our search area was North of the PLS down to a road.  We drove up to the Grandview 
Campground and started our assignment.  Around 1130 a team found Sheryl’s dog Miley near 
Montenegro Spring about 3 miles south of the Place Last Seen (PLS).  Around 1215 all teams were 
told to return to their vehicles for new assignments.  We returned to our truck at 1300 and drove to the 
new area.  As we got close to the new area, we heard that Sheryl have been found and was ok.  Sheryl 
was transported to the hospital via helicopter and ambulance and we drove back to the Inyo hut for a 
debrief.  We then returned home and secured at the hut at 2000. 

Sheryl said that while her husband was turning their jeep around, that she had taken the dog out 
and was grabbed by a man with a knife.  She was able to break free and run away, but then found 
herself disoriented and lost in the area.   The Sheriff is investigating.  
  
Notes:  Inyo County Sheriff's Office   July 15 ·Update- 2:00pm- Missing hiker, Sheryl Powell was 
located alive by ground search team members near the Montenegro Springs area (below where her dog 
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was located earlier today). Searchers describe her as resilient and strong but exhausted after being lost 
in an extremely remote area above Big Pine, CA. Mrs. Powell was met at the Bishop Airport by 
ambulance and was taken to the Bishop hospital for medical clearance.  
 We are beyond grateful for the continued support from her family, local residents, visitors, and 
the media. We also cannot thank our assisting agencies enough for their amazingly hard work in 
difficult terrain throughout this 4-day search.  
 

 2019 – 24  Los Angeles Co.  Alert for search at Lytle Creek  
  Linda Finco received a call from Sgt. Williams, Kern County Sheriff, on Tuesday, August 6. 

Los Angeles County was requesting aid for a search scheduled for Thursday, 8 August.  A coordinator 
could not be found, so Linda agreed to take that role.  Tom Roseman, agreed to serve as operations 
leader.  Mike Derkey, Gina Najera-Niesen, Andrew Cammenga and Chris Nickell committed to the 
search.  The search was to be in the Lytle Creek area, meeting at the Ranger Station located at 1209 
Lytle Creek road at 0600 on 8 August.  The search was for Amanda Kester, age 31, believed to be the 
victim of foul play.  Late on the evening of the 6th, Sgt. Williams notified me by text message that LA 
County had cancelled the search.  No further information was given for the cancellation.     

 
 2019 – 25  Kern Co.  Search Squirrel Meadow, Breckenridge Road 
  CLMRG was contacted by Kern County Sheriff (KCSO), Sgt. Williams on 13 Aug via a text 

message at 0600.  The Sheriff was requesting assistance for a search under suspicious circumstances in 
the Breckenridge area.  We were requested to respond with the number of searchers and to meet at the 
Command Post (CP) in the Squirrel Meadow area at 1500.  Terry Mitchell coordinated the callout and 
Sheila Rockwell helped to telephone.  Linda Finco (operation leader), Dave Miles, Tom Roseman, Bill 
Stephenson and Andrew Cammenga committed to the operation.  We met at the hut at 1230 and 
departed shortly thereafter.  We met Tony Talbot, a member of the Kern River SAR team at a Shell gas 
station at the exit to the Breckenridge area.  We then followed him to the vicinity of where the 
suspicious abandoned car was found and arrived just before 1500.  Brian Baskin from Kern Valley 
SAR arrived shortly thereafter.  We were briefed that the search was possibly for Alexander Hamm, 19 
years old.  Not much more was known.  A vehicle in his name was found in the Squirrel Meadow area 
near the Mill Creek Trailhead.  It appeared Alexander or someone drove the vehicle as far as they 
could off the road into the meadow until the vehicle got stuck and was then abandoned, although the 
vehicle had been locked and the security lock activated.  The sheriff received information Sunday night 
about the abandoned vehicle and Kern Valley SAR searched the area Monday looking for clues.  Some 
possible prints were found in the vicinity of the vehicle and back on the Breckenridge road heading 
towards Bakersfield.  A sports drink bottle was also found in the vicinity of the vehicle.  I coordinated 
what to do next with Brian.  The vehicle had been towed by the sheriff to dust for fingerprints and look 
for other evidence of possible foul play, but flagging was left to mark where the vehicle was left.  I 
sent Miles, Roseman and Cammenga to the area of the vehicle to see if they could contain tracks and 
determine a direction of travel if someone did walk away from the vehicle.  Stephenson and I would 
start at the other set of potential tracks about a ¼ mile down on the Breckenridge road and see if we 
could determine a direction of travel.  Stephenson and I arrived at the tracks and determined that 
whoever left the tracks was just meandering, but they did not appear to go off the roadway very far, 
and after a short distance possibly just stayed on the pavement.  We cut further down the road about ½ 
mile until we determined that no one walking down the road had left the roadway to that point.  We 
walked back to the CP and discussed what to do next with Brian.  Miles and his team were having 
difficulty determining any track that left the area, but kept cutting for sign.  Team members from 
Bakersfield arrived and were assigned to search cabins in the area to determine if anyone had broken in 
seeking food, water or shelter.  Brian suggested that Stephenson and I go to the area where Mill Creek 
crosses the Breckenridge road.  If Alexander had descended cross country from where the vehicle was 
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abandoned he could have dropped down to the creek looking for water and then possibly follow the 
creek back to the road.  Stephenson and I continued on down the road until we reached the creek 
crossing.  We cut for sign all along the road and dropped down into the creek cutting for sign.  There 
were old tracks and animal tracks, but nothing that we could definitively say belonged to our missing 
person.  We decided to continue cutting for sign further down the road and in the vicinity of the creek 
until the creek no longer followed the roadway and the descent/ascent to the creek became so steep, 
that someone would probably be committed to staying in the creek and descending versus trying to 
hike out of the drainage.  At the completion of this assignment we contacted the CP and they requested 
we mark a waypoint on our GPS at our turn around and then head back to the CP.  About a ¼ mile 
from our turnaround point we noticed someone hiking down the road towards us.  He was wearing 
shorts, a camouflaged long sleeve shirt, carrying a day pack and a gallon jug of water.  When we met 
we asked if he was ok or needed anything.  He stated everything was fine, he was just walking down 
the road.  We asked if he had spoken to any other SAR members and he said no.  We then asked his 
name and he stated Alex, and confirmed it was Alexander.  We told him he was the person we were 
looking for.  He did not seem too concerned.  I had Stephenson stay with Alex, while I contacted the 
CP to report we found Alex and were talking with him.  Sgt. Williams drove down to our location to 
question Alex and bring him back to the command post.  Alex was dealing with some decisions and 
chose the area to take a time out.  At the time of the debrief he really did not have a good explanation 
as to why he stranded his vehicle.  The operation was secured and we secured at the hut at 2044. 

 
 2019 – 26  Kern Co.  Alert, fire evacuation near Big Pine 

  On Monday, 9 September 2019 Linda Finco was on the phone with Sgt. Bittle, Kern 
County Sheriff Office (KCSO).  Sgt. Bittle stated there could be a mutual aid request to assist 
evacuation efforts in the Big Pine area due to the Taboose Fire either for later in the evening or 
tomorrow.  I told him I would take a head count to see if we had members who could assist on 
Tuesday.  I contacted members via email.  Bill Stephenson, Tom Sakai, Chet Rosser and David Jensen 
stated they were available.  At 1753 I received a message from Sgt. Bittle stating they were only 
requesting law enforcement at this time; however we would keep our team on alert until the morning.  
At 0800 on Tuesday, 10 September we stood down.   
 Note:  as of 17 Sept. the fire is still burning south of Big Pine, west of Aberdeen and Fish 
Springs up on the bench west of the volcano.  On Sunday, a helicopter belonging to Sequoia and Kings 
Canyon national parks was used to evacuate campers who had hiked to Red Lake, a mile east of the 
park boundary, and could not return because the fire had engulfed the trail. Four vehicles were 
destroyed at the Red Lake trailhead. Hikers on the John Muir Trail are not in danger.     

     

Summary for this TP: Kern Co – 6,  Inyo Co – 6  LA Co – 2;  Alert 2, Search 10, Rescue 2 
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